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Abstract
This paper describes a method for determining the one-way speed of light.
My thesis is that the one-way speed of light is NOT constant in a moving frame of reference, and that the
one-way speed of light in any moving frame of reference is anisotropic, in that its one-way measured speed
varies depending on the direction of travel of light relative to the direction of travel and velocity of the moving
frame of reference.
Using the disclosed method for measuring the one-way speed of light, a method is proposed for how to use this
knowledge to synchronize clocks, and how to calculate the absolute velocity and direction of movement of a
moving frame of reference through absolute spacetime using the measured one-way speed of light as the only
point of reference.
Keywords: One-Way Speed of Light, Clock Synchronization, Absolute Space and Time, Lorentz Factor
1. Introduction
The most abundant particle in the universe is the photon. A photon is a massless quanta emitted by an electron
orbiting an atom. A photon travels as a wave in a straight line through spacetime at the speed of light, and
collapses to a point when absorbed by an electron orbiting an atom.
There are three commonly proven facts about the speed limit of light:
1) The speed of light is constant in all frames of reference.
2) Nothing in the universe travels faster than the speed of light.
3) Objects gain relativistic mass as they are accelerated. Trying to accelerate an object to the speed of light is
impossible as it requires an infinite amount of energy as the mass goes to infinity.
Two less known facts encapsulated by Einstein in his theory of Special Relativity published in 1905, are that an
object compress in length in the direction of travel as the object's velocity approaches the speed of light. Also,
that time itself slows down or dilates within an object that is moving at close to the speed of light.
For example, a clock that is flying through space at 50% the speed of light is compressed in the direction of
movement to 86.6% of its length, and time slows by a factor of 1.155, so that 100 minutes as measured by the
travelling clock is actually 115.5 minutes as measured by a stationary observer.
Gravity also distorts time and space, as described in Einstein's theory of General Relativity published in 1915.
Space is compressed in the direction of the gravitational force, and time slows down as the gravitational
attraction increases. In the extreme case of a black hole, to an outside observer, an object crossing the event
horizon essentially becomes two dimensional, and all time within the object stops.
The principle of relativity states that you can't perceive these time and space differences inside your own frame
of reference, but you can perceive them in an object that is moving through your frame of reference. Although a
stationary observer sees a space ship flying past at 50% the speed of light as being compressed in length, and
with slow running clocks, inside the space ship, everything appears to be normal. There is no measurable
horizontal compression in the direction of travel, and all of physics works as it should, including the
measurement of time, distance, and the speed of light.
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Even stranger is the claim that without any additional knowledge, you can't tell which frame of reference is
moving, and which frame of reference is stationary. Is the spaceship travelling past you, or are you travelling
past the space ship? Everything is relative.
No one can explain why space and time vary based on velocity and gravitational forces.... it just IS.
1.1 Practical Tests of Relativity:
The idea that time and space are not constant continues to be tested and proven as new technologies are
introduced into the world.
For example, GPS satellites have extremely accurate clocks that have to be adjusted for time slowing down due
to their fast orbital speed, but also time is speeding up because the satellites are further outside of the Earth's
gravity well. GPS clocks also are adjusted for differences in the one-way speed of light caused by the Sagnac
Effect. A linear accelerators that smash atoms together works because of relativistic effects that happen when
mass is accelerated to 99.9% of the speed of light. We have also discovered that the centres of galaxies are
anchored by giant black holes whose gravity potential is so immense that not even light itself can escape, and for
any physical object that falls into the black hole's event horizon, all time stops.
1.2 What is Time and Space?
According to the International System of Units (SI) definitions:
•

A second is defined as exactly 9,192,631,770 times the period of the radiation corresponding to the
transition between the two hyperfine levels of the ground state of the caesium-133 atom.

•

A meter is defined as the length of the path travelled by light in a vacuum during a time interval of
1/299,792,458 of a second.

• The speed of light in a vacuum is defined as 299,792,458 metres per second.
According to Einstein, the only invariant quantity in all frames of reference is the speed of light. Time and Space
are variant. This proposition leads to the following logical contradiction: Since the speed of light is defined as
distance travelled through space in a unit of time, it would seem that if space and time change based on
relativistic effects within a frame of reference, so too should the measured value for the speed of light.
What is mind boggling about the theory of relativity is that space and time change in the exact amount required
so that the measured speed of light 'appears' to be the same in all frames of reference. It's a trick of the universe
that as we start going faster through space, or as we are drawn into a gravity well, all the laws of physics
continue to operate to our perception as though nothing has changed, even though space is clearly compressing,
and time is clearly slowing down - as measured by a person outside the moving frame of reference.
1.3 Time Dilation
In a frame of reference that is moving at a measurable fraction of the speed of light, or is situated in a gravity
well, time slows down. At the speed of light, or behind the event horizon of a black hole, time ceases to exist. A
photon exists in a timeless state.
By saying 'time slows down', what we are saying is that the fundamental frequency, at which a climate controlled
caesium-133 atom vibrates, slows down. Chemical reactions slow down. Decay rates of fundamental particles
slow down. Quantum interactions slow down. Explosive reactions slow down. The orbital speed of an electron
around a nucleus slows down. Every measurable or quantifiable physical property of mater that is repetitive in
nature slows down.
Another example used to explain time dilation is as follows: There are two twins, one that stays on Earth, and a
second that goes into a space ship that travels at 99.9% the speed of light in a big loop, and returns back to Earth
22 years later. On the space-ship's return, the twin that stayed on Earth is biologically 22 years older, but the
twin in the space ship is biologically only one year older.
1.4 Length Contraction
In the same frame of reference where time slows down, the object compresses in length in the direction of travel.
Like a fun-house full of mirrors, only outside observers can perceive that inside the object, time and space have
changed. For example, in particle accelerators, where protons are accelerated to 99.9999% the speed of light, the
spherical protons gain mass, and behave like a flattened disk when smashing into other objects.
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1.5 Relativistic Doppler Effect
Photons travel at the speed of light. If a moving object emits a photon of frequency f in the forward direction,
that photon travels at the speed of light but at a higher frequency f+. If that same moving object emits a photon
of frequency f in the reverse direction, that photon travels at the speed of light, but at a lower frequency f-.
There is also a Doppler effect on photons that travel out of gravity well: the photons travel out of the well at the
speed of light, but at a reduced frequency. As frequency equates to energy, you can also say that photons gain
or lose energy depending on the launch velocity from the object the photos were generated from.
Objects that are travelling away from us emit photons that appear to us as red-shifted (lower frequency/lower
energy). Objects that are travelling towards us emit photons that are blue shifted (higher frequency/higher
energy).
Photons within a spaceship travel forward at a frequency f+, bounce off the forward wall, and return to our eye at
a frequency of f-, but because our eye is also moving forward, we perceive the color as frequency f. In this
fashion, light reflecting around a room in a moving object appears to us to behave the same way as light
reflecting around a room in a non-moving object.
1.6 Measuring Time and Space is Relative
It is possible that a synchronized event that occurs at the same time in one frame of reference may appear to
occur at a different unsynchronized times in a second moving frame of reference. Even though this happens, you
still can’t use this knowledge to tell which frame of reference is stationary, and which frame is moving.
1.7 One-Way Speed of Light
To date no successful experiment has conclusively measured the one-way speed of light.
In the real world, the two-way speed of light is physically measured using a light source, a single clock, and a
mirror. A light beam is sent in the direction of the mirror at the clock time of 00:00, the light beam reflects back
from the mirror, and then arrives back at the starting point, where the clock then stops. The stop time of the clock
is the speed of light over that measured distance. The longer the distance used to measure the speed, the more
accurate the results. In most cases, the light pulse is sent back and forth a number of times between mirrors to
increase the distance of travel before being finally measured.
If the mirror is one half a kilometre away, and the light pulse gets sent, bounces off the mirror, and then returns
to the source in some fraction of a second ‘t’ to stop the clock, the two-way speed of light is defined to be one
kilometre per fraction of a second ‘t’, which is then normally restated as kilometres per second.
Measuring the speed of light in only one direction is difficult because of clock synchronization problems. You
have to synchronized the start and stop clocks. Two side-by-side clocks might start out synchronized, but as you
move them away from each other, due to relativistic effects caused by the movement of the second clock, the
exact time between the two clocks may not remain the same.
The second issue to overcome measuring the one-way speed of light is you can't use the same trick of bouncing
the light pulse back and forth between mirrors to lengthen the measurement time and thus the measurement
accuracy. It's a direct line of sight measurement. So your clocks have to be fairly far apart, and super accurate.
Finally, no one believes that the speed of light in one direction is any different than the two-way speed of light.
The issue was decided more than 100 years ago, all of science still works, so it's not an issue high up on
any-one's to-do list to get excited about.
1.8 Can Neutrinos travel faster than the speed of light?
Neutrinos are point like particles that are generated in nuclear environments, like the Sun or in a fission reactor.
At any point in time there are billions of low energy neutrinos streaming from the Sun through you and through
the Earth. It's actually very difficult to capture a neutrino or know if a neutrino has passed through you because
low energy neutrinos don't normally interact with matter.
High energy neutrinos on the other hand rarely make it through the Earth’s atmosphere before hitting something,
and causing a shower of short lived particles.
One of the scientific questions currently being investigated is at what speed do neutrinos travel? Is it at the speed
of light, meaning neutrinos have no mass, or is it at one billionth a percentage less than the speed of light
because neutrinos have some infinitesimally small fractional mass?
If you can figure out the speed of a neutrino, then you can calculate the mass, and if you know the mass, then
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you can doo all sorts of more
m
detailed calculations w
with regard to the physical pproperties of m
matter that pro
oduce
neutrinos.
w and then som
meone buried deep in a reseearch laboratoory yells out thhey think theyy just measured the
Every now
speed of a neutrino thatt travelled fastter than the sppeed of light. But, on closeer inspection, tthe results can
n't be
duplicatedd, and the general consensus is the experim
ment was in erroor.
Why I brinng this up is that
t
the speed of a neutrinoo can only be m
measured in oone direction. And we know
w that
neutrinos travel at eithher the speed of light, or a very close approximationn to the speeed of light. Speed
S
ments of neutrinnos are going tto be plagued with the samee clock synchrronization issuues used to mea
asure
measurem
the one-waay speed of ligght, making it ddifficult to inddependently tesst and confirm the speed meaasurement resu
ults.
If we can solve the prooblem of meassuring the onee-way speed of light, that m
may lead to beetter technique
es for
a measuring the one-way speed of neutrinos. And iff we can accuurately measure the
synchronizzing clocks, and
speed of nneutrinos, we might
m
just catchh one going faster than the sppeed of light.
2. Calculaating the One--Way speed of light

F
Figure 1.

F
Figure 2.
Source: “R
Relativity of” (22018)
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2.1 Relativvity of Simultanneity
Einstein im
magined a statiionary observeer who witnesssed two lightniing bolts simulltaneously strikking both endss of a
moving trrain. He conclluded that an observer stannding on the moving train would see thhe bolts strikin
ng at
different tiimes from whaat the stationarry observer saw
w.
This strangge behaviour of
o light within a moving objeect leads to all sorts of odd ppredictions.
Below is a screen capturre from a Wikiipedia page thaat shows how eeach frame of reference view
ws the event.
In my opinnion there is a logic flaw in tthe Moving Obbserver’s Inerttial Frame diaggram. The coorrected scenario is
that the ligghtning strikess both sides at exactly the saame time, but that the forwaard one-way sppeed of light in
nside
the movinng object is diffferent from thhe reverse onee-way speed oof light. The ddifference in sppeed of light is
i the
reason the moving obserrver sees the sttrike from the rright before thhey see the strikke from the lefft.
c
diagrram.
On the nexxt page is the corrected
2.2 A Corrrected Movingg Inertial Fram
me Diagram

F
Figure 3.
Note that tthe light rays travel
t
at the saame speed in bboth directionss in the stationnary frame of rreference, but from
the perspective of the peerson in the mooving frame off reference, thee Right ray travvels faster thann the Left ray.
The probleem in trying too prove this is tthat there are nno obvious waays to measure the one-way sspeed of light.
When the Right light ray
r hits Mr. B
Blue, it could be argued thaat because thee speed of ligght is constantt, the
measurement of
o the
lightning bbolt must havee hit the right side before it hit the left side. Since makking a direct m
one-way sppeed of light is impossible, tthere is no wayy to argue whiich of the two moving observvers’ inertial frame
f
diagrams iis correct.
For the reest of this papper, I’m going to break withh convention, and argue thaat the one-wayy speed of lig
ght is
measurable, and that the one-way speeed of light in a moving framee of reference iis not a constaant.
2.3 Light bbehaviour in a moving object
If you tracce the path of two
t
photons eemitted simultaaneously, one in each directiion, from a ligght source encllosed
in a movinng box travellinng at 50% the speed of light,, you get the foollowing diagrram through tim
me:
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F
Figure 4.
For compaarison, a statiionary green llight outside oof the box em
mits two photoons synchronizzed to the em
mitted
photons w
within the movving box. The speed of lightt plotted insidde the moving box is the sam
me as the spee
ed of
light plotteed outside of thhe moving boxx, as the absoluute speed of ligght is constantt in all frames of reference.
Total distaance travelled in
i the box is thhe same for each pulse. The average two-w
way speed of liight is C.
Note that from the persppective of a pperson standingg inside the box, the forwarrd one-way sppeed of light in
n the
moving fraame of referennce (blue photton) is consideerably slower than the reverrsed one-way speed of lightt (red
photon). T
The two-way sppeed of light reemains constannt.
2.4 Calcullating the One--Way Speed off a Horse
Below is aan example callculation for thhe one-way speeed of a horse.
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F
Figure 5.
Speed of T
Train: 10 KM
M/hr
Speed of B
Blue Horse: 20
2 KM/hr
Speed of R
Red Horse: -220 KM/hr
Length of Train: 1 KM
M
me to reach othher end of the ttrain:
Equation tto calculate tim
Timee = Length of Train / absolute (speed of hoorse – speed off train)
Red horse travel time:
Blue horsee travel time:

0.033 hr
T = 1 / abs((-20-10) =
T = 1 / abbs(20-10) = 0.100 hr

Red horse speed relativee to a moving ttrain is 3x timees faster than B
Blue horse.
The horses run 2x times faster than tthe train. In thhe forward dirrection, for eveery two meterrs the horse travels
overs
across the ground, the trrain moves ahhead one meterr. The net resuult is that on tthe ground thee blue horse co
d one
two meterrs, but from thhe frame of reeference of soomeone on thee train, the bluue horse has oonly advanced
meter.
wo meters the red horse travvels on the grround, the traiin moves back
k one
In the revverse direction, for every tw
meter. Thee net result is that on the grround the red hhorse covers tw
wo meters, buut from the fraame of reference of
someone oon the train, thee red horse hass advanced thrree meters.
The red hoorse travels 3xx faster when going from frront to back thhan the blue hoorse travellingg back to frontt of a
moving traain.
2.5 Calcullating the One--Way Speed off Light
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F
Figure 6.
ught Experimeent for Measu
uring the Onee-Way Speed oof Light
3. A Thou
The probleem measuring the speed of liight in only onne direction is that no one haas figured out hhow to synchro
onize
the clocks. For our firstt experiment, llet’s ignore the idea of syncchronized cloccks. What we are going to use
u is
highly acccurate unsynchhronized clockss.
For refereence, caesium atomic clockss are accuratee to 10 to the -13 seconds. A nanoseconnd (or 10 to th
he -9
seconds) is the time it taakes for light tto travel 30 ceentimetres. 10 tto the -13 is thhe time it takees for light to travel
t
metres, and is one tenth of a picosecond.
0.03 millim
Below is aan experiment to time the onee-way speed oof light, as meaasured inside a moving framee of reference.
3.1 The Exxperimental Seet-Up is as Folllows:
Imagine a large disk 100 meters in raadius, with onee clock and a ggreen laser seccured at the ceentre, pointing
g to a
a
second cloock and a phhoto detector secured to tthe outside ciircumference of the disk. The clocks aren't
synchronizzed, but they are
a highly accuurate time-keeppers.
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F
Figure 7.
For simpliicity I've draw
wn the green laaser clock in tthe centre of thhe disk. I can just as easily fix the green laser
clock to thhe circumferennce of the dissk so as to rem
move the posssibility that onne clock is mooving at a diffferent
speed relattive to the other (and will inn fact do so in a later iteratioon of this experriment). I havee not accounte
ed for
the time diilatation or lenngth contractioon issues, as we are conductiing this experim
ment from the frame of referrence
of the persson that is travelling on the ddisk.
The laser cclock is set upp to fire a pulse of green laseer light once eevery second, eexactly on thee second. The clock
c
on the circcumference is set up to detecct the pulse, annd to record thhe exact time tthe pulse was received. Sinc
ce the
clocks areen't synchronizzed, we havenn't measured aanything to doo with light sppeed just yet. But what we
e can
measure w
with extreme acccuracy is thatt the received light pulse arrrives once a second, at exactly one second after
the previouus pulse was measured,
m
to ann accuracy of 110 to the -13 seconds.
Now, placce this disk in space, withouut the influencce of any gravvitational fieldd, travelling att 50% the spee
ed of
light. Alsoo, the disk is now
n
rotating vvery slowly, w
with a completted 360 degreee rotation once every 8 seco
onds.
Assume thhe rotation stopps momentarilyy when taking each of the 8 measurementss.
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F
Figure 8.
Note that II've drawn the green laser ligght with differeent frequency values to accoount for relativvistic Doppler Shift.
S
When poinnted in a forward direction, the light frequuency increasees to blue and ultra violet. W
When pointed in the
backwardss direction, thee light frequenncy lengthens to red and inffra-red. The ligght frequency shift would not be
noticeable to the personn on the disk bbecause when the light hits a receptor, thhe forward speeed of the receptor
fixed to thhe disk restoress the light frequuency back to green.
From the pperspective off a person on tthe disk, light travelling in tthe forward diirection of mootion travels slower
across the radius of the disk than lighht travelling inn the reverse ddirection of mootion. This is bbecause the diisk is
travelling at 50% the speeed of light, annd in the forwaard direction liight travels twoo meters for evvery one meterr that
m
the disk trravels forwardd, (for a net gaain of one metter), and in the backward diirection, light travels two meters
backwardss for every one meter the diisk travels forw
ward, (for a nnet gain of threee meters). Thhe maximum speed
s
ratio differrence betweenn the forward annd reverse onee-way speed off light is 3:1.
If the one--way light pulsse is travellingg at different sspeeds across tthe radius of thhe disk, and thhe clock is kee
eping
accurate tiime as to the exact point inn time when tthe light pulsee arrives at thhe circumferennce for each of
o the
measured angles throughh a complete rrotation of thee disk, the captture time will drift around tthe one second
d tick
mark.
3.2 Measuuring Clock Drrift
The pulse is being sent once
o
a second from the centeer of the disk, bbut is being recceived slightlyy before or afte
er the
d, but
second-tick on the clockk positioned oon the rotatingg circumferencce. Again, thee clocks aren'tt synchronized
o their own veersion as to whhen a second eexpires. If the pulse arrives early or late on the
they are keeeping track of
circumfereence due to a difference
d
in trravel time, it w
will be recordedd as such by thhe second clockk.
The sloweest measured pulse time (m
maximum driftt value) indicaates the direcction of travel of the disk plane
p
through sppacetime, and if the two-waay speed of liight is measurred for the radius, then we can infer the
e two
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one-way sspeeds of lighht across the radius from tthe measured maximal and minimal drifft values. The
e two
max/min rrange values for
fo the one-waay speed of ligght are the onee-way speed of light minus 1/2 the drift ra
ange,
and the onne-way speed plus
p 1/2 the driift range.

F
Figure 10.
D
Drift range off 2 nanosecon
nds. Fastest on
ne-way light sp
peed occurs aat 180 degree rrotation.
D
Direction
of traavel of the objject is at 0 and 360 degreess rotation.
me of referencee of the movinng disk: If the rradius of the disk is
Using reall-world numbeers, and measurred in the fram
100 meters, and light traavels at 2997992.458 kilomettres per secondd in a vacuum
m, and the diskk is moving at 50%
wo-way time liight takes to ccross 100 meteers is 3.3356E--07 seconds. T
The fastest one-way
the speed of light, the tw
time to crooss the radius is 1.66782E-007, and the sloowest one-wayy time to crosss the radius is 5.00346E-07.. The
maximal ddrift is 3.335644E-07 seconds,, or 333.6 nanooseconds.
Convertedd back to Kiloometres per seecond, the twoo measured m
max and min ttimes for the speed of lightt are:
599584.9116 KM/sec or 200%
2
the two--way speed of light, and 199861.6387 KM
M/sec or 66.6666667% the two-way
speed of liight. The ratio between the fa
fastest and slow
west one-way llight speed is 33:1.

F
Figure 11.
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3.3 Measuuring Clock Drrift through diff
fferent Z spin aaxis orientationns
The largesst positive drift
ft value measurred when rotatting the disk oorientation throough a fixed Z spin axis indicates
the X/Y fo
forward directiion of movem
ment through space for that Z plane. To gget the maxim
mal X/Y/Z valu
ue of
travel, rotate the disk plane
p
through 180 degrees of the Z spinn axis, while repeatedly tessting to obtain
n the
X/Y directionaal drift value foor each Z.
maximal X
After identifying the maaximal X and Y drift value foor all values foor Z, you’ve noow located thee true X/Y/Z vector
direction oof motion throough absolute sspace. You ccan then use thhe drift value obtained to reeverse calculatte the
fastest andd slowest one--way speeds oof light, and thhen use the raatio of fastest tto slowest to reverse lookup
p the
speed of thhe object throuugh spacetime..
A maximaal drift value off 0 through all rotational Z pplanes indicates a Dead-Stop in spacetime.

F
Figure 12.
A spinning d
disk, rotated 1180 degrees th
hrough a Z sp
pin axis
Note: channging the planne of orientatioon of a test device on Earthh from anythinng other than flat leads to clock
c
synchronizzation issues, where
w
the tim
me frequency of one clock is different thann the time freqquency of the other
clock due to General Reelativity effectss. For examplee, if your clockks are fixed to a vertical Ferrris wheel, the clock
c
ween the two clocks would oonly be synchronized at posiitions 3:00 andd 9:00 O’clock
k (the
tick frequeency rate betw
point of eqqual gravitationnal attraction)..
The ideal uuse for a rotatiing disk device that has threee degrees of rootation (througgh the X/Y/Z aaxis’s) would be as
a navigatiion device on an inter-stellar spaceship, where indepeendent of anyy external obseervations, you
u can
evice
determine the speed, andd direction of ttravel of your spaceship relaative to absoluute spacetime. This same de
where the spee
ed of
could alsoo provide a meeans for identifying and meaasuring dead sstop in absolutte spacetime, w
one-way liight is the sam
me in all directions.
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F
Figure 13.
At 99.9%
% the speed off light, as measured in the m
moving framee of reference,, the forward one-way speed of
light is 500% the speed of light, the rreverse one-way speed of ligght is 100,0000% the speed of light. The drift
d
range bettween fastest and
a slowest m
measured timees is 1.998 secoonds. The totaal two-way tim
me to traverse
e the
disk is 2 seconds.
the One-Wayy Speed of Ligght.
D
4. A Practtical Test for Determining
The surfacce of the Earthh at the equatoor is moving att 0.460 KM/Seec. Geostationnary satellites oorbit the Earth
h at 3
KM/Sec. T
The Earth orbiits the Sun at 330 KM/Sec. The solar system
m orbits the M
Milky Way galaxy at roughly
y 200
KM/Sec, aand the Milky Way galaxy iss headed towarrds the directioon of Centauruus at more thann 600 KM/Sec
c, and
the universse is expanding at 67 kilomeeters per seconnd / parsec.
The velociity of the Earthh orbiting the Sun is fast enough to detectt relativistic efffects with todday's atomic clocks.
The other velocities duee to the orbit of the Sun inn the galaxy, and the moveement of the ggalaxy through
h the
d will
cosmos annd the expansiion of the universe will unddoubtedly affeect the predictted hypotheticaal results, and
likely increase the prediccted drift amouunts.
t know befoore we proceeed: Viewed frrom above thee North Pole,, the Earth ro
otates
Two thinggs you need to
counter-cloockwise. We know
k
this beccause the Sun rises in the E
East. Second, vviewed from tthe North Pole
e, the
Earth orbiits the Sun inn a counter-cloockwise directtion. We know
w this because we can tracck Earth’s location
relative to the other eighht planets in thee solar system that also orbitt the Sun countter-clockwise (Including Plu
uto).
4.1 The Exxperimental Seet-Up is as Folllows:
A simple experimental set-up to meaasure the one--way speed off light can be done by placcing two clock
ks on
separate pllatforms, linedd up in a Westt-East line-of-ssight orientatioon, at a distancce of 10K aparrt. The clocks have
the same ttime accuracy,, but are not tiime synchronized or frequenncy synchronizzed. Laser lighht is fired from
m the
West clockk to the East clock
c
at exactlly one secondd tick mark inttervals as definned by the Weest clock. The East
clock trackks the local tim
me that the W
West clock laseer light was received, and m
monitors for tim
me drift around the
one secondd tick mark.
The clockss are next adjuusted and conffirmed to both be running at the same timee frequency. (H
How this is do
one is
described further down in this paper). Once everythhing is stable, the measured drift value about the one se
econd
ce of
tick markk should be a sinusoidal ccurve that reppeats every 224 hours. At any point inn the sequenc
measurem
ments, the drift value measurred 180 degrees earlier shouuld match, connfirming that the West and East
clocks conntinue to have the
t same time accuracy.
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F
Figure 14.
The point of maximal foorward speed oof the fixed deevice occurs at two points in the day. Maxiimal forward speed
s
when the Wesst-East device aligns exactlly with the E
Earth's orbital direction arouund the Sun. This
happens w
happens dduring mid-dayy, when the Suun is highest ooverhead, at a point in timee called High Noon. The se
econd
point of m
maximal forwarrd speed occurrs at the Dead oof Night, 12 hoours later.
Light traveelling from Weest to East at H
High Noon cauuses the measuured drift valuee at the East cllock to go nega
ative.
This is beccause light is travelling
t
in thhe reverse direection of Earthh's orbital veloocity, and in thhe Earth's fram
me of
reference oone-way light speed is fasteer than the meeasured two-w
way light speedd. Another waay of putting th
his is
that light ffrom the West arrives earlierr than the one ssecond tick maark on the Eastt clock.
Light traveelling from West
W to East at the Dead of N
Night causes thhe measured ddrift value at thhe East clock to
t go
positive. T
This is becausse light is travvelling in the forward directtion to the Eaarth's orbital vvelocity, and in
n the
Earth's fraame of referennce one-way liight speed is sslower than thhe measured tw
wo-way light speed. Putting
g it a
different w
way, light from
m the West arrives later than tthe one secondd tick mark onn the East clockk.
High noonn can be calcuulated in local time as half w
way between Sun-rise and S
Sun-set. For eexample, if the
e Sun
rises at 6:445 AM, and sets
s at 7:27 PM
M, (12 hours, 42 minutes oof daylight), thhen high noon is 6 hours an
nd 21
minutes affter sunrise, orr 1:06 PM. Thee Dead of Nighht occurs exacctly 12 hours laater, at 01:06 A
AM. Note that high
Noon and Dead of Nighht are localizedd reference tim
mes relative to a longitude annd latitude position on the Ea
arth's
l
time valuues, time zoness, or daylight ssavings settinggs.
surface, inndependent of local
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4.2 Accounnting for the Earth’s
E
Tilt
Because thhe Earth is tilteed 23.6 degreees, the West/E
East latitude linne segment maay be up to 23.6 degrees off dead
centre wheen compared too the orientatioon of the orbittal plane. The East West planne and the Earrth's orbit plan
ne are
exactly paarallel only twiice a year, once during the suummer solsticee, and a second time during the winter solstice.
me parallel, maaximum speedd of the West-E
East device inn the forward ddirection is cre
eated.
As the twoo planes becom
The one-w
way speed of ligght from the W
West at High-N
Noon is therefoore maximal duuring the two ssolstices.

F
Figure 15.
If you do the experimennt during one of the solsticees, measured oover a 10Km ddistance, the m
maximal drift value
v
between thhe fastest and slowest measuured one-way speed of lightt over 24 hourrs is calculatedd to be 6.6759
9E-09
seconds. T
The fastest reggistered drift sspeed (ahead oof the one seccond tick markk) occurs duriing the High Noon
N
measurem
ment, and is calcculated to be 33.33795E-09 seeconds. (3.3 N
Nanoseconds).
Using the drift numberss, and knowingg the 2-way sppeed of light oover that samee distance, youu can calculate
e that
High-Noon is 100.010008%
% the speed of light, and in
n the
the speed of light in thhe West-East direction at H
West-Eastt direction at thhe Dead of Nigght, light travels at 99.9899994% the speed of light.
4.3 Formuulas Used
These foormulas are included
http://one--way-lightspeeed.com

iin

a

companion
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F
Figure 16.
4.4 I know
w what I don't know
k
These calcculated numbeers ignore the ddirection of thhe Earth is mooving through absolute spacee time, as it travels
with the Suun around the Milky Way gaalaxy, and as thhe galaxy itsellf drifts througgh the cosmos.
5. A Practtical Method for
f Measuring the Earth’s Motion throu
ugh Absolute Spacetime
The ideal measuring devvice for determ
mining the speeed and directiion of Earth thhrough absolutte spacetime would
w
be two orrbiting satellittes, both orbitting at the saame height annd speed over the Earth, allways at the same
multiple-kkilometre distaance from eachh other, in a ppolar orbit thatt regresses a ccouple of degrrees each com
mplete
orbit, traciing the lines of
o longitude around the Earthh. As the sattellites orbit thhe Earth, the liinear orientatio
on of
the measurrement plane changes
c
over ttime, providinng an opportunnity to test everry disk plane oorientation thrrough
360 degreees. In this fashhion, the absollute direction of motion of tthe Earth throuugh space tim
me, and the absolute
velocity caan be determinned.
The maxim
mal XYZ Driftt value measurred by the sateellites identifiees the XYZ dirrection of Earthh’s motion thrrough
absolute space. The ratiio of the two one-way lighht speeds meassured at that X
XYZ point indicates the Ea
arth’s
absolute sppeed (simple reverse lookup in a table).
The absoluute speed and direction
d
of Eaarth though spaace varies over 365 days as tthe Earth orbitts the Sun.
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F
Figure 17.
hod and Appaaratus For Syn
nchronizing T
Two Clocks
6. A Meth
Measuringg the one-way speed of light requires first pproducing a prrovably valid sset of synchronnized clocks.

F
Figure 18.
6.1 Here’ss an algorithm for synchronizzing two clockks:
1) Acquiree two atomic clocks accuratee to 10E-13 secconds. Call theese clocks Clocck 1 and Clockk 2.
2) The clocks are set up to send and reeceive light pullses.
3) The clocks are placedd 10K apart (orr more) on Earrth.
4) Each cloock has 4 funcctions:
a.

S
Send out a one second tick siggnal EVERY S
Second
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b.

S
Send out a respponse signal evvery time you rreceive an incooming tick signnal

c.

R
Receive a 1-waay tick signal E
EVERY Seconnd

d.

R
Receive a 2-waay response siggnal every '2-w
way speed of ligght' interval affter sending ouut a tick signal.

5) Over thhe course of 244 hours (one rotation of the E
Earth) plot a 1-w
way Drift Chaart, and a 2-waay Speed Chartt.

F
Figure 19a.

Figure 19b.
6) Review
w the charts, and correct for iddentified probllems.
If the Drift
ft Chart is not sinusoidal
s
withh an axis Y=0, then look for and correct the clock frequeency problem:
Iff Clock 1 is fasster than Clockk 2, the drift paattern on Clock 1 will trend up, and the driift pattern on
C
Clock 2 will treend down. Thee drift pattern oon Clock 1 trennds up becausee the delay bettween the expe
ected
tiime of the signnal and the arriival of the 1 seecond tick signnal keeps goingg up (getting loonger). The driift
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pattern on Clock 2 trends down because the 1 second tick signal keeps arriving earlier than expected, so
the delay goes negative.
Adjust either Clock 1 or Clock 2 to synchronize the timing signal.
After frequency synchronization, the 24 hour 1-way Drift charts for both clocks should have an axis
Y=0, but be perfectly phase shifted (upside down one to the other).
If the 2-way Speed Chart is not a flat line, look for and correct the following problems:
Confirm that the distance between the two clocks has not changed. Look for Field effects that might be
affecting the apparatus, including gravitation changes, acceleration changes, velocity changes,
electromagnetic issues, transmission medium issues, force, centripetal motion, temperature, hardware
problems, etc.
After completing the test, the 24 hour Two-Way Speed Chart should be a flat line, and be the same for
both clocks.
7) Initiate the one-time synchronization sequence.
Define Clock 1 to be the master clock.
Send time from Clock 1 to Clock 2 attached to the tick signal.
On receipt of Clock 1 timing signal, Clock 2 sets it's time to be:
Clock 1 time
+ Calculated nanosecond delay required to process the signal
+ 1/2 total time for 2-Way light as measured by Clock 2
+/- The measured drift value for that particular point in time of the Earth’s rotation.
8) Clock 1 continues to monitor Clock 2’s time
Send the time from Clock 2 back to Clock 1 in the tick signal.
On receipt of Clock 2 timing signal, Clock 1 calculates Clock 2 time as follows:
+ Calculated nanosecond delay required to process the signal
+ 1/2 total time for 2-way light as measured by Clock 1
+/- The measured drift value for that particular point in time of the Earth’s rotation.
9) FINALLY, Clock 1 continues to compare Clock 1 time, and calculated Clock 2 time, saving the difference in
a separate synchronization drift table. If the clocks are perfectly synchronized, this value should always be zero.
Note: This is the Einstein synchronisation technique, modified by adding/subtracting measured relativistic
one-way clock drift for that particular point in time of the Earth’s rotation and orbit.
6.2 Using Synchronized Clocks to Measure One-way Speed
When using the synchronized clocks to measure the one way speed of light, subtract the start time from the end
time, then adjust the resultant measured value by adding/subtracting the plotted relativistic one-way clock drift
value for that particular point in time of the Earth’s rotation and orbit.
6.3 Measuring the Speed of a Neutrino
If you have two perfectly synchronized clocks, and a known distance between them, and you measure the speed
of the neutrino on Monday morning at 6:00 AM in a West-East direction, and then check the Start and Stop
clocks, the result shows you that the neutrino travelled at the speed of light.
Using the exact same experimental set-up, on Tuesday at 1:06 PM, you do a second test, check the clocks, and
the result shows you that the neutrino travelled at 100.010008% the speed of light. What do you do? Go out and
re-write the laws of physics, or do you re-check the clocks?
You re-check the clocks.
The third test is carried out at 6:00 PM on Thursday. The speed of the neutrino is back to being the speed of
light. What do you do now? Publish?
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The answer is you need to adjust the measured one-way speed value for the relativistic affect caused by the
movement of the Earth through spacetime. This is a measured value calculated as you synchronized your clocks.
The values cycle through a 24 hour period, and a 12 month period.
6.4 My educated guess is that…
At High Noon, neutrinos travel in the West-East direction faster than the speed of two-way light, but after
adjusting for one-way relativity effects, they still travel at the speed of light.
At the Dead of Night, neutrinos travel in the West-East direction slower than the speed of two-way light, but
after adjusting for one-way relativity effects, they still travel at the speed of light.
7. In Conclusion
There is some fuzzy thinking left over from 1905 that I think needs to be cleaned up.
For starters, the statement that “Light travels at the same speed in all frames of reference” actually has a double
or triple meaning that needs to be clarified.
1) There is only one speed of light. Independent of all frames of reference, this is a universal constant
value that never changes.
2) The two-way measured speed of light in a moving frame of reference is also a constant, and matches the
universal constant speed of light due to relativistic effects accounted for by the Lorentz factor. In a
moving frame of reference, time slows down, and the frame compresses in the direction of motion.
3) Measurements of light speed are always done two-way because no one has figured out a way to
synchronize clocks to accurately and reproducibly measure one-way speed of light. Any light speed
reference in scientific literature should be modified to say: “The two-way speed of light….” This is an
important clarification, as it impacts the definition of the meter itself.
4) Finally, there is a distinct possibility, but not yet a proven fact, that the one-way speed of light in a
moving frame of reference is NOT a constant.
The concept of Simultaneity is also fuzzy, as it’s actually a little difficult to construct a thought experiment
where the observer visualizes seeing a lightning strike ‘event’ before they see the lightning strike ‘photons’. At
best, all you can do is work backwards after seeing the photons, and surmise as to what time and place in space
the event took place. This approach hardly leads to a strong understanding of the underlying behaviour of
Simultaneity.
Defining a fixed frame of reference for time and space to plot light behaviour provides a starting point for
identifying and resolving Simultaneity logic errors. I think it’s fairly obvious that if a lightning event occurs
somewhere in space within one frame of reference, then that event should be considered to occur simultaneously
in all other overlapping frames of reference. In other words, there isn’t a skip in time between a single event
occurring in one frame of reference, and a second equivalent event occurring inside a second overlapping frame
of reference at some different point in time. Otherwise, to my way of thinking, there’s a logical hole to be
exploited, and time travel should be possible. There’s also the issue of conservation of energy to be considered.
I’m not arguing with the conclusions that have already been drawn with regard to Simultaneity, but I think it’s
important to point out that the explanation given for the effect may be wrong. The logic problems are resolved
when you introduce the possibility that the one-way speed of light is not a constant, but instead behaves
Relativistically.
The one-way speed of light can be 1000's of times faster than the two-way speed of light in a frame of
reference travelling at greater than 90% the speed of light.
Neutrinos can travel at greater than the two-way speed of light if they are travelling in the opposite direction
of the frame of reference's direction of motion. To be able to detect neutrinos travelling faster than the speed of
light, the frame of reference needs to be moving at a measurable fraction of relativistic speed (equal to or greater
than 30 KM/sec), and the neutrino needs to be moving in the opposite direction to the frame of reference
movement.
There is still more that can be learned from the photon. There is such a thing as absolute space and absolute
time as imagined by Newton and refuted by Einstein. The photon knows its exact velocity through absolute
space. All we have to do is properly measure the one-way behaviour of a photon, and we can walk ourselves
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back to finding Dead-Stop in absolute time and space. The photon also provides us with a fixed reference from
which to deduce from within a moving frame of reference, the exact direction and velocity of that frame through
spacetime.
The method used to measure the one-way speed of light also leads to a solution for how to synchronize two
clocks. Einstein synchronization is adjusted to include the Relativistic clock-drift.
Finally…
I understand that the ideas presented here go against 100 years of classical thinking, but if the proposed
experiments in this paper work as predicted, and the one-way speed of light is proven to be measurable and
variable, and can be used to determine Dead-stop in spacetime, it does move classical theory closer to being
united with quantum theory, as quantum theory requires there to be an absolute spacetime.
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Appendix A:
Michelson-Morley Experiment 1881, 1887:
Before the publication of Einstein's theory of special relativity, it was thought that light travelled as a wave
through an invisible aether medium, much like sound propagates as a wave through air.
Assuming that the aether is stationary relative to the movement of the Earth around the Sun, then the Earth
moving through the aether should affect the measured speed of light, similar to how sound travelling through air
that is moving travels at a different measured speed than sound travelling through air that is still (the speed of
sound, plus the speed of the travelling air).
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Accordinggly, an experim
ment was set upp
in 1887 to try and measuure the aether
effect. Thiis famous expeeriment was
known as tthe Michelsonn-Morley
experimennt, and it spectaacularly failed to
prove the eexistence of aeether.
Instead whhat was discovvered was that tthe
speed of liight was the saame no matter
what direcction it was meeasured.
The resultss from the Micchelson-Morleey
experimennt caused a great amount of
head scratcching. If the sppeed of light iss
constant inn a vacuum, annd you are
measuringg the speed of light
l
in a very
fast spacesship (like the Earth
E
travellingg
around thee Sun), there shhould be a
detectable difference in behaviour
b
wheen
l
in the
measuringg the speed of light
direction oof travel compaared to the speeed
of light at right angles too the direction of
travel.

Figure 20.
Appendixx B:
Deriving tthe Lorentz Factor
B.1 Objecct at rest
Shown in the diagram below is a veryy large box. In this box, lightt takes one seccond to travel from the botto
om to
o second for light to travel from the left tto the right of tthe box.
the top of tthe box, and one
In physicaal terms, the wiidth/height of tthe box is apprroximately thee distance from
m the Earth to tthe Moon.
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F
Figure 21.
In this stattionary box, iff you split the light at the soource, sendingg it off in two directions at rright angles to each
other, the two light pulsses return backk to the originn of the box att exactly the ssame. It takes one second fo
or the
r
split pulsee of light to reaach the top off the box, and the same amount of time foor the split pulse of light to reach
the right hhand edge of thhe box. It thenn takes one moore second forr the two pulsees of light to bbe reflected back to
the origin.
y two
Total amount of elapsedd time for the ppulsed light beeam to be sentt and reflected back to the orrigin is exactly
seconds.
B.2 Objecct in Motion
Shown in the diagram below
b
is the saame box from
m Figure 21, buut now travelliing in the horizontal direction at
a at two poinnts in time: Att 1 second, andd at 1.34 seconnds.
66% the sppeed of light, and

F
Figure 22.
If you assuume that the absolute
a
speedd of light is thhe same in all reference fram
mes, this meanns that in a mo
oving
object, ligght within the object still traavels at the sppeed of light, not the speed of light PLU
US the speed of
o the
object. In oother words, innside the moviing object, straange things staart to happen w
with the light.
Light rays inside the moving box and llight rays outsiide the movingg box travel att the exact sam
me speed.
If you tracce the path thaat a split light ppulse travels inn the moving box, relative tto the outside fframe of reference,
such as tw
wo outside phottons, the path ttraverses the riight and left siides of an isoscceles triangle.
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In the statiionary box, thee angle of the isosceles trianngle is 90. In a moving box, tthe angle of thhe isosceles tria
angle
is dependeent on the speeed of the box. As speed incrreases, the anggle of the trianngle decreasess, and the leng
gth of
the hypoteenuse increasess.

% of the speedd
In a box trravelling at 66%
of light, thhe length of thee vertically
orientated side of the isoosceles trianglee
traced by tthe ray of lightt increases
from 1 to 11.34. This meaans that inside
the box it ttakes 1.34 secoonds for the
light to reaach the top of the
t moving
box. This vvalue can be calculated fairlyy
easily for aany box speedd by comparingg
the relativee sizes of the two
t similar
triangles, oone drawn at one
o second
with a hyppotenuse lengthh of 1, and the
second draawn at the poinnt the light
pulse reachhes the top of the box, wheree
the length of the right anngle vertical
side is 1.
Figure 223.
w starting to see a problem. Inn the motionleess box, the split light pulse rreached the topp and the rightt side
We're now
of the boxx at exactly thee same time. B
But, within thee moving box,, the vertical llight pulse reaaches the top of
o the
box beforee the horizontaal light pulse reeaches the far side of the boxx.
Things get even more interesting
i
if yyou wait a furrther 1.34 secoonds in time. At this point 2.68 seconds have
elapsed annd the reflecteed vertical ligght ray reachees the XY Orrigin point in the moving bbox. Howeverr, the
horizontal light ray has not
n yet hit the rright edge of tthe moving boxx, and won't doo so for anotheer 0.32 second
ds.

F
Figure 24.
So any exxperiment or device where thhe X and Y liight rays returnn to the originn at the exact same momentt in a
stationary frame of referrence should faail to do so whhen the device is moving.
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The Earthh is itself an object
o
movingg through spacce, and as suuch can be useed for testing out the theorry of
relativity.
peeds
The expecctation was that the Michelsson-Morley exxperiment wouuld succeed inn showing diffferent light sp
dependingg on the directtion of measurrement, as thee Earth is consstantly in motiion rotating onn its axis everry 24
hours, andd circling the Sun
S every 3655 days. The Suun in turn is oorbiting the Miilky Way Galaaxy, and the Milky
M
Way Galaxxy is drifting through
t
the uniiverse.
It was a biig deal then whhen the Michellson-Morley exxperiment failed to detect a ddifference in thhe speed of lig
ght.
One of thee many theoriees developed too explain the rresults of the M
Michelson-Moorley experiment was put forrward
by Hendrikk Lorentz. Hiss theory was thhat the length oof a ruler shrinnks when poinnted in the direection of movement
through sppace, as described by the Lorentz–FitzG
Gerald contracction. The coontraction of tthe object's le
ength
increases aas the objects speed approaaches the speeed of light. At 90% speed oof light, the obbjects length in
n the
direction oof travel is com
mpressed to 444% of its originnal length. As aan object's speeed approachess the speed of light,
its compreessed length appproaches zeroo.
In this waay, the verticaal and horizonntal light rays travel differeent distances w
within the boxx, but still en
nd up
meeting att the origin at the
t same time.

F
Figure 25.
To an exteernal observer in a fixed fram
me of referencee, if the box m
moving at 2/3 thhe speed of ligght were to bec
come
compresseed in the direcction of travel to 75% of itss original lenggth, then the hhorizontal andd vertical light rays
would agaain converge too meet at the oorigin at exactlyy the same tim
me. The comppression factorr of 75% is derived
as the ratioo between the ‘height of the box’ and the ‘‘vertical distannce light travellled in the box’, otherwise kn
nown
as the ratioo between the opposite side aand the hypoteenuse of a righht angled trianggle, or SINE fuunction.
The equatiion defining hoow time and sppace changes rrelativistically is called the L
Lorentz Factor..
I’ve been drawing diagrrams that show
w the contractioon relationshipp as a functionn of the ratio oof the opposite
e side
to the hypootenuse. (Samee relationship as is defined bby the SINE fuunction).
How does one square thhis with the traaditional form
mulation of the Lorentz factoor? It turns outt they are the same
relationshiip. The Opposite/Hypotenuse relationship shown in thesse simple diagrrams is equivaalent to the Lorentz
equation aas it is traditionnally written.
For historiical reasons, itt is customary to show the tiime dilation vaalue as an inveerted Oppositee/Hypotenuse value
v
(increasingg in value as thhe speed increaases).
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Figure 26.
A second problem then was how to aaccount for thee increase in ttime it takes ffor the light raays to return to the
origin. Traavelling at 2/33 the speed of light, with thee object's lenggth compressedd to 75% of itts original size
e, the
time it takkes for the twoo split light pulses to simulltaneously retuurn to the origgin is 2.68 secconds. In the same
object at reest, the time too simultaneoussly return is 2 sseconds.
So the seccond part of Hendrik
H
Lorenttz's theory wass to propose thhat time slowss down as an object increasses in
speed. As an objects speeed approachess the speed of llight, time appproaches zero.
n the
The ratio by which time slows downn is the same as the compreession factor, that being thee ratio between
t ‘vertical diistance light traavelled in the box’. For meaasuring time, thhe ratio is norm
mally
‘height of the box’ and the
me dilation ass the objects speed
s
written doown as its reciiprocal; to bettter indicate thhe increasing sscale of the tim
approaches the speed of light.
In the exteernal frame off reference, thee time for the ssplit light pulsses to return too the origin in the box moving at
2/3 the speeed of light is 2.46 seconds, and the lengthh of the box is 75% of its oriiginal size. Butt inside the mo
oving
box, the ssame speed measurement
m
w
would return a value of 2 seeconds, and thhe internal meeasured length
h and
height of tthe box would remain as 1 ligght second (the distance lighht travels in onne second).
Lorentz allso disclosed how
h
mass mighht increase as speed increasses, and how thhe release of eenergy represe
ents a
loss of maass.
B.3 In Suummary:
The Lorenntz hypothesis explained the unexpected reesults of the M
Michelson-Morlley experimentt by stating tha
at the
speed of llight is constaant, but our meeasurements oof time and sppace vary in a way that outtside observerss can
detect, butt someone insidde the movingg frame of referrence would be unaware of.
1) T
The speed of ligght is constantt in all frames oof reference.
2) N
Nothing can goo faster than thee speed of lighht.
3) T
Time itself slow
ws down as an object is accelerated to the sspeed of light.
4) O
Objects shrink in
i the directionn of movemennt as an object accelerates to the speed of liight.
5) T
The laws of phyysics behave thhe same in all frames of refeerence.
However, Lorentz still held
h
to the notiion that light w
waves propagaate through aetther, and that w
within that aether a
resting cloock would indicate the 'true time'.
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Figure 26.
Appendixx C:
Relativity ffunctions that use the Lorenttz Factor
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Figure 28.
ww.dummies.co
om/education//science/physiics/formulas-fr
from-einsteins--theory-of-special-relativity//
http://ww
Appendixx D:
Time and SSpace are Relaative
Here is exaample of Simuultaneity wheree an object apppears to be travvelling faster tthan the speed of light.

F
Figure 29.
Box B is travelling to the
t right past Box A at 90%
% the speed oof light. Each box contains two synchron
nized
clocks, onee at each end. All four clockks are set to 0:000 the momentt point B’ meetts up with poinnt A.
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Figure 30.
where A goes ffrom B’ to A’ in 0.48 secondds.
Box A measures the lenggth of Box B w
where A goes fr
from B’ to A’ iin 0.21 secondds.
Box B meaasures the speeed of Box A w

F
Figure 31.
where B’ goes ffrom A to B inn 1.11 seconds.
Box A measures the speed of Box B w
where B’ goes from A to B inn 0.48 secondss.
Box B meaasures the lenggth of Box A w
Box A:
m
as the time it takes for Point B’ too go from A too B.
The Speedd of Box B is measured
The lengthh of AB is 1. The speed is 1 box length pper 1.11 sec, orr 0.9 times the speed of light.
The Lengtth of Box B is measured as thhe time it takes for Point A tto go from B’ tto A’’
The time vvalue is .48. Boox B is 0.48 * 0.9 = 0.436 off a box in length.
Sees Box A as 1 in lengtth and Box B aas 0.436 in lenngth, travellingg to the right att 90% the speeed of light.
Box B:
m
as thhe time it takes for Point A too go from B’ too A’
The Speedd of Box A is measured
The lengthh of B’A’ is 1. The speed is 1 box length peer 0.21 secondds, or 4.7 timess the speed of llight.
The Lengtth of Box A is measured as thhe time it takes for Point B’ to go from A tto B.
The time vvalue is .48. Boox A is .48 * 44.7 = 2.29 of a box in length..
Sees Box B as 1 in lengtth and Box A aas 2.29 in lenggth, travelling tto the left at 4774% the speedd of light.
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Figure 32.
Appendixx E
Did a deteected neutrino travel faster thhan the speed oof light?
Quoted froom Wikipedia:: https://en.wikkipedia.org/wikki/Neutrino
Neuutrinos are creeated by varioous radioactivee decays, incluuding in beta ddecay of atom
mic nuclei or
haddrons, nuclear reactions suchh as those that ttake place in thhe core of a staar or artificiallly in nuclear
reacctors, nuclear bombs or partticle acceleratoors, during a suupernova, in thhe spin-down oof a neutron
starr, or when acccelerated particcle beams or ccosmic rays strrike atoms. Thhe majority of neutrinos in
the vicinity of thee Earth are from
m nuclear reacctions in the Suun. In the vicinnity of the Earrth, about 65
billlion (6.5×10100) solar neutrinnos per secondd pass throughh every squaree centimetre peerpendicular
to tthe direction off the Sun.[11][[12]
Forr study, neutriinos can be ccreated artificiially with nucclear reactors and particle aaccelerators.
Theere is intense research
r
activiity involving nneutrinos, withh goals that incclude the deterrmination of
the three neutrinno mass valuess, the measureement of the degree of CP violation in tthe leptonic
sector (leading too leptogenesis)); and searchess for evidencee of physics beeyond the Stanndard Model
of pparticle physiccs, such as neuutrinoless doubble beta decay,, which wouldd be evidence ffor violation
of llepton numberr conservationn. Neutrinos caan also be useed for tomograaphy of the intterior of the
Earrth.[13][14]
Quoted froom Wikipedia:: https://en.wikkipedia.org/wikki/OPERA_exxperiment
In S
September 20111, OPERA reesearchers obseerved muon neeutrinos appareently travellingg faster than
the speed of lightt. In February and March 20012, OPERA researchers blaamed this resullt on a loose
fibrre optic cable connecting a GPS receiverr to an electroonic card in a computer. Onn 16 March
20112, a report annnounced that an independeent experimentt in the same laboratory, alsso using the
CN
NGS neutrino beam,
b
but this ttime the ICAR
RUS detector, ffound no disceernible differennce between
the speed of a neutrino
n
and tthe speed of llight.[9] In M
May 2012, the Gran Sasso eexperiments
OREXINO, ICARUS, LVD and OPERA all measuredd neutrino veloocity with a sshort-pulsed
BO
beaam, and obtainned agreementt with the speed of light, shhowing that thhe original OP
PERA result
wass mistaken.[100] Finally in Juuly 2012, the OPERA collabboration updatted their resultts. After the
insttrumental effeects mentionedd above were taken into acccount, it was shown that thhe speed of
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neutrinos is consistent with the speed of light.[11] This was confirmed by a new, improved set of
measurements in May 2013.[12]
https://www.wired.com/2012/06/neutrinos-cant-beat-light/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Measurements_of_neutrino_speed
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